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Zoom technology
1. Keep microphone muted
2. Ask questions via chat (we will review how)

a. Can ask me questions during break/at end

3. Something will go awry, and that’s okay
a. Ann Covington from Osher is on hand to help



On a laptop



iPad





WHAT IS FAKE NEWS?
Take a moment to think 
about your definition









View of California 
wildfires from above the 
clouds (Sept 2020)













WHAT IS FAKE NEWS?
What is your definition 
now?



INFORMATION ECOSYSTEM
●Misinformation
●Disinformation
●Mal-information



“Fake News” as a mindset



Guiding principle
We are here to learn



Guiding principle
We believe in science



Guiding principle
An independent press is 
necessary for democracy



Ground Rules
1. Attack ideas, not people
2. No whatabout’ism
3. The world is not flat, and 

President Biden and VP Harris 
won in a free and fair election

4. Consider before reject



Call for commitment



Plan for today

How we got here
Where we go from here
My personal media diet
QAnon session on March 8



IS FAKE NEWS “NEW”?





NO NEWSPAPERS FOR 14 
YEARS



18TH 
CENTURY



19TH CENTURY



YELLOW PRESS



LATE 19TH- EARLY 20TH 
CENTURY



SO WHAT IS DIFFERENT?



Cable News













Society of Professional Journalists 
Code of Ethics
Seek Truth and Report It
-Take responsibility for accuracy. Verify before 
release
-Remember that neither speed nor format excuses 
inaccuracy
-Serve as watchdog over public affairs and 
government
-Label advocacy and commentary











Impacts
Removes gatekeepers

“Information wants to be free”







Local journalism





Where do you get news 
about your community?



Results
“The loss of government monitoring resulting from a 
closure is associated with higher government wages 
and deficits, and increased likelihoods of costly 
advance refundings and negotiated sales. Overall, 
our results indicate that local newspapers hold 
their governments accountable, keeping municipal 
borrowing costs low and ultimately saving local 
taxpayers money.”  Gao, Pengjie and Lee, Chang and Murphy, Dermot, Financing Dies 
in Darkness? The Impact of Newspaper Closures on Public Finance (October 18, 2018). Journal of 
Financial Economics, (2020) vol. 135, no. 2, 445-467, 



Enter Social Media





Most shared story in 2018













Misinformation Ecosystem





PERFECT STORM: 2016 ELECTION



Russian interference
“Senate Committee found ample evidence to 
suggest that the Russian government was 
developing and implementing capabilities to 
interfere in the 2016 elections, including 
undermining confidence in U.S. democratic 
institutions and voting processes.”









Since 2016...
News moves at warp speed

Trump Administration used phrases like “fake news” and “alternative facts”  to 
dismiss and distract

Cuts to newsrooms, rush to be first = less fact checking



Result: MISTRUST IN MEDIA
●Proliferation of media sources is 

overwhelming
●Effect of Internet on media distribution
●Confusion between “news” and “opinion”
●Decline of local news
●Attacks on “mainstream media”





Connection
55% feel it is at least somewhat important to be connected to their news 
sources but

57% think the news source they use do not particularly value them

59% think news organizations do not understand people like them

63% say they are not particularly loyal to the news source



Deep partisan divisions



Should the outlet share your views?
50% said yes. 

Up from 38% in a 2013 survey.









Why we should care about fake news
Press as watchdog

Intent is to create chaos

Puts lives in danger

To function as society, need a shared reality



Fighting Fake News



No silver bullet
Individual

Societal

Corporate

Government



https://www.theepochtimes.com/

https://www.theepochtimes.com/


“Just add wikipedia”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Epoch_Times

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Epoch_Times


http://www.rt.com/

http://www.rt.com/


“Just add wikipedia”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RT_America

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RT_America


Look for news sources that...
Do original reporting





Look for news sources that...
Delineate between news and opinion



https://www.freep.com/

https://www.freep.com/


Look for news sources that...
Correct themselves







Look for news sources that...
Follow journalistic practices for seeking truth

Evidence leads to conclusion



https://www.nationalreview.com/about/



Don’t obsess about...
Agenda





Fact Checkers
Snopes

Politifact

Hoax Eye (for images)

Poynter





https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/virginia-martial-arts-firearms-law/

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/virginia-martial-arts-firearms-law/


DO NOT SHARE







Image searching
Open in Chrome:

https://www.reddit.com/r/aww/comments/88stwq/elephant_helping_lion_cub/

https://www.reddit.com/r/aww/comments/88stwq/elephant_helping_lion_cub/




Check your moral outrage
Is it fake?

Is it news?

Does the outlet consistently make you mad at other people, or do you feel 
informed in a way that promotes kindness and empathy?



Check your originality bias
It’s natural to be drawn to things we haven’t heard before...but that doesn’t 
mean the new information is right





Individual responsibilities
Before you share…

Is it accurate?

Why do I want to share it?

Why am I seeing it?



Individual responsibilities
When you see/hear misinformation…

Correct it gently

Look for common ground



Societal



Education







Stanford Civics Study

52% believed a video’s fake claims

⅔ couldn’t distinguish between news stories and ads

96% used superficial characteristics to incorrectly 
evaluate a Website



Recommendations
Re-examine testing

Bring back civics

Media literacy beyond school

Group most likely to share fake news? Over 65!

Teachers are human and subject to the same critical thinking failures 



“Education moves slowly. Technology does not.”



Technology Corporations



Private Platforms
Google (also owns YouTube)

Twitter

Facebook

Instagram



“Google creates advertising algorithms, not information algorithms.” Dr. Safiya 
Noble













Not perfect
Machine learning

User reports to generate a human check



Can we agree about what is “true?”





Who decides who to censor?



Deplatforming can work



Government







SAFE TECH ACT
Co-sponsored by Senator Mark Warner

Creates liability where payment is exchanged



Fairness Doctrine
Created by FCC in 1949

Licenses contingent on presenting fair coverage of controversial issues, with 
airtime devoted to opposing points of view





Criticisms
Free speech limited

Don’t censor- invite more voices

Repealed in 1987



Effects
Explosion in talk radio and cable news channels

Corporate conglomeration



Bring Back the Fairness Doctrine?
Tulsi Gabbard bill

Would not affect Internet

Rarely enforced

What does “fair” look like?



Creating Laws









My thoughts

Care before you share

Supporte ethical journalism

Don’t rely on cable news

Practice empathy and kindness

Don’t vote for QAnon politicians



My media diet
NPR

Washington Post

Wall Street Journal

BBC

The Economist



Results of my diet shake-up
Learned about goings-on outside the United States

Stories about the US tended to coalesce and have same basic priorities



Thank you!
Candice Benjes-Small

cbsmall@wm.edu

Want a deeper dive into a specific Fake News case? QAnon lecture will be held 
March 8.

mailto:cbsmall@wm.edu

